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Glimpses
“If anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has
passed away, behold, the new has come.” (2 Cor 5:17)
You are a “new creation.” Mother Lucy’s words to the Community at
the entrance of our new novice and two new postulants on New Year’s Day
resonated with me. How appropriate and refreshing were those words. I
personally needed to hear and be reminded that the new has come. We say
goodbye to 2020 and its unique challenges. Yet, we do not want to forget the
good that has come out of them and the lessons we learned. There were many
blessings to be thankful for if we have the eyes of faith. Countless people
experienced the distress and sorrows from the global pandemic. Despite of
that, many family relationships flourished as parents had more time with their
children and each other. People learned how to slow down and balance their
work-life. These are just a couple of examples.
Our Community found creative ways to reach out to people. With
technology at hand, the Sisters were able to evangelize, minister and promote
vocations accross the world virtually. Our Sisters were able to give talks via
Zoom: from Amarillo and in the entire US, to Qatar and Puerto Rico. We
were able to have a “Come and See” for vocation promotion with participants
from the US, Africa, Philippines and India. Another big blessing for our
Community was the announcement of the date for our groundbreaking for
“Project Emmanuel.” (See pp. 14-15 for details) Despite of the economic
upheaval, our good Lord’s provision continues to overflow.
Let Mary’s faith be our model to help us welcome with joy this year. “Mary
believed and what she believed was fulfilled in her. Let us, too, believe so that
what was fulfilled in her may also be to our advantage.” (In Mary’s Wake, p. 4)
For the Catholic Church 2021 has been designated as the year of St. Joseph.
Let us ask his intercession and his protection as he did for Mary. (Blessed Be
Saint Joseph, p. 8)
We cannot forsee what 2021 has for us. “We walk
by faith and not by sight.” (2 Cor 5:7) We know that
in Christ we are a new creation. We put our trust in
the Lord that He “will make all things new” as He
promised in Revelation 21:5.
Be encouraged brothers and sisters. Welcome
the New Year with great expectations, for “behold, the
new has come.”

Many blessings!
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A Note From

Mother Lucy Lukasiewicz DLJC
Superior General

Happy New Year!
We all share in the hope that 2021 will be better, healthier, blessed and
beyond what we could ever expect.
On Christmas Day, we announced the birth of Project Emmanuel—God
is with us! We are beginning to actively fundraise for our “Aging in Place”
facility and hope to have our groundbreaking on our Golden Jubilee of our
foundation, January 22, 1972 on October 4, 2022.
I have begun the practice of choosing a scripture theme for the New Year.
This year I chose, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart and do not lean on
your own understanding.” (Proverbs 3:5 NAB) This scripture lends to greater
freedom and gives God permission to do what He wants. In the Old Testament
the Prophet Isaiah says “For as the heavens are above the earth, so are my ways
higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts.” (Isaiah 55:9
NAB) Jesus is Lord! We serve a big God! We can lean on the Lord in these
days of trial and trust in His divine providence.
We take seriously your prayer intentions as we intercede before the Lord.
May God grant you peace.
				

In Jesus,

LOVE
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In Mary’s Wake
“Blessed Is She Who Believed”
by Fr. Raniero Cantalamessa, OFM Cap

T

he wake left on the surface of the water by a lovely ship
gradually spreads until it disappears altogether and merges
with the horizon, but it started with the point of the ship
itself. The same is true of the wake of believers who make up the
Church. It begins at a certain point, and this point is Mary’s faith,
her fiat.
Faith, together with its sister,
hope, is the only thing that does not
begin with Christ but with the Church,
and therefore with Mary, who was
its first member in the order of time
and importance. Jesus cannot be the
subject of the Christian faith because
he is its object. The Letter to the
Hebrews gives us a list of those who
had faith: “By faith Abel. … By faith
Abraham. . .. By faith Moses” (Heb
11:4 ff.). Jesus is not included! Jesus
is called the “founder and perfecter
of faith” (Heb 12:2), the one on whom
our faith depends from beginning to
end, but not one of the believers, even
the first.
....
Keeping to this principle, let us
now see what Mary’s faith has to say
first of all to the Church as a whole
and then to each one of us. Just as we
did with grace, let us first stress the
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ecclesial or theological implications
of Mary’s faith and then the personal
or ascetical implications. In this
way, the Madonna’s life will not just
be useful in developing our private
devotion but will also give us a deeper
understanding of God’s Word and of
the Church’s problems.
First of all, Mary talks to us of
the importance of faith. There can be
no sound or music if there is no ear to
hear it, no matter how many melodies
or sublime chords fill the air. There is
no grace, or at least grace cannot work,
if there is no faith to accept it. Just as
the rain cannot germinate anything
unless it falls on soil that absorbs it, so
it is with grace if it doesn’t fall upon
faith. It is through faith that we are
sensitive to grace. Faith is the basis
for everything; it is the first and the
best among the good works. This is
the work of God, that you believe,

Jesus said (see John 6:29). Faith is so
important because it alone maintains
the gratuity of grace. It doesn’t try to
invert the order, making God a debtor
and man a creditor. That’s why it is
so dear to God, who makes almost
everything depend on faith in his
relations with man.
Grace and faith: this are how
the two pillars of salvation are placed.
Man is given two feet to walk on or two
wings to fly with. It is not, however, a
question of two parallel things, almost
as if grace came from God and faith
from us and that salvation thereby
depends equally on God and us, on
grace and freedom. Heaven help the
person who thinks that grace depends
on God but faith depends on me;
together God and I bring
about salvation! We
would once again
have made God a
debtor, somehow
depending
on
us and who must
share the merit
and glory with us.
St. Paul banished all doubt when he
said, “By grace you have been saved
through faith, and this [that is, faith,
or more generally, being saved by
grace through faith, which is the same
thing] is not your own doing, it is
the gift of God, lest any man should
boast” (Eph 2:8 ff.). Also, Mary’s act
of faith was prompted by the grace of
the Holy Spirit.
What interests us now is to
throw light on some aspects of Mary s
faith that could lead today’s Church to
greater belief. Mary’s act of faith was
very personal, unique, and can never

be repeated. It was trust in God and
the total entrusting of herself to God.
It was a person-to-person relation.
This is called subjective faith. The
emphasis is on believing rather than
on what is believed. But Mary’s faith
was also very objective. She didn’t
believe in a subjective, personal
God, detached from everything, who
revealed himself only to her in secret.
She believed, instead, in the God of
the Fathers, the God of her people. She
saw in the God who revealed himself
to her the God of the promises, the
God of Abraham and his descendants.
She humbly felt part of the host of
believers and became the first believer
of the new covenant, just as Abraham
was the first believer of the old
covenant. The Magnificat
is full of this faith
based on Scripture
and of references
to the history of
her people. Mary’s
God was a God of
exquisitely biblical
characteristics:
Lord, Almighty, Holy, Savior. Mary
would not have believed the angel if
he had revealed a different God to
her, one whom she could not have
recognized as the God of her people
Israel. Also, in her external life Mary
conformed to this faith. She subjected
herself to all that the Law prescribed:
she had the child circumcised, she
presented him in the Temple, she
underwent the rite of purification,
and she went up to Jerusalem for
Passover.
....
A simple subjective faith, a faith
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that is abandonment to God in one’s
inner conscience, is not sufficient. It
is easy to reduce God to one’s own
measure this way. This happens when
we form our own idea of God, based
on our own personal interpretation
of the Bible or on the interpretation
of our own narrow circle, and then
adhere to this with all our strength,
even fanatically, without realizing
that we believe more in ourselves
than in God and that our unshakable
trust in God is nothing other than an
unshakable trust in ourselves.
However, a simply objective
and dogmatic faith is not enough
either, if it fails to lead to an intimate
I-your personal contact with God. It
can easily become a dead faith, belief
through a third person or institution,
which fails as soon as there is a crisis,
no matter what the reason, between
one’s faith and one’s personal relation
with the institution of the Church. In
this way, a Christian can easily reach
the end of his life without ever having
made a free and personal act of
faith, which alone justifies the name
“believer.”
It is necessary, therefore, to
believe personally, but in communion
with the Church; we must believe in
communion with the Church, but
personally. The dogmatic faith of the
Church doesn’t take from personal
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faith or from the spontaneity in
believing, rather, it preserves it and
allows us to know and embrace an
immensely greater God than the
God of our own limited experience.
There is no one, in fact, who is able to
embrace through his own act of faith
all that can be known about God.
The faith of the Church is like a great
wide-angle lens, which, in a particular
panorama, makes it possible to see
and photograph a much wider view
than that of the simple lens. In uniting
myself to the faith of the Church, I
make the faith of all those who have
gone before me mine: that of the
apostles, the martyrs, and the Doctors
of the Church. The saints, as they
could not take their faith to heaven
with them, where they no longer need
it, left it in heredity to the Church.
The words “I believe in God the
Father Almighty” contain incredible
power. My small “I” united and joined
to the great “I” of the whole mystical
body of Christ, and present, makes
a sound more powerful than the
roaring of the sea and makes the very
foundations of the reign of darkness
tremble.
Let Us Too Believe!
Let us now go on to consider
the personal and ascetic implications
that spring from Mary’s faith. After

affirming in the above mentioned
text that Mary, “full of grace,
gave birth believing what she had
conceived believing,” St. Augustine
explained what he meant: “Mary
believed and what she believed was
fulfilled in her. Let us, too, believe
so that what was fulfilled in her may
also be to our advantage.”
Let us, too, believe! The
contemplation of Mary’s faith urges us
to renew, above all, our personal act of
faith and abandonment to God. That
is why it is so vitally important to say
to God, once in life, let it be done, fiat,
as Mary did. This is an act enveloped
in mystery because it involves grace
and freedom at the same time; it is a
form of conception. The soul cannot
do it alone; God helps, therefore,
without taking away freedom.
What should we do then? The
answer is simple: after praying, so
that our prayer does not remain
superficial, say to God, using the very
words Mary used: Here I am, I am
the servant of the Lord: let it be done
to me according to your word! I am
saying amen, yes, my God, to your
whole plan. I give you myself!
We must, however, remember
that Mary pronounced her fiat
willingly and joyfully. How often do
we repeat the word with poorly hidden
resignation and, tight lipped, murmur,
“If it cannot be avoided, well then, let
your will be done!” Mary teaches us to
say it in a different way. Knowing that
God’s will is infinitely more beautiful
and richer in promises than any of
our own plans, and knowing that God
is infinite love and nourishes “plans
for welfare and not for evil for us” (see

Let us say,
...as Mary did:
“Let your will of love and
peace be fulfilled in me, O
God!”
Jer 29:11), let us say, full of desire and
almost impatiently, as Mary did: Let
your will of love and peace be fulfilled
in me, O God!
In this way the meaning of
human life and its greatest dignity
is fulfilled. To say yes, amen, to God
does not decrease man’s dignity, as
modern man often thinks; instead, it
exalts it. And what is the alternative
to this amen said to God? Modern
philosophy itself, especially the
existential stream, has clearly
demonstrated man’s need to say amen,
and if it is not said to God, who is
love, it must be said to something else
that is simply a cold and paralyzing
necessity: to destiny or fate.
....
As we have said, the world, like
the sea, is furrowed by the wake of
a beautiful ship, which is the wake
of faith, started by Mary. Let us be
part of this wake. Let us, too, believe,
so that what was fulfilled in her will
be fulfilled in us. Let us invoke the
Madonna with the sweet title of Virgo
fidelis: Virgin most faithful, pray for
us!
Reprinted with permission from
Zenit; info@zenit.org
December 6, 2019
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“Blessed Be Saint Joseph,
“Blessed
Her MostBe
Chaste
Saint Spouse”
Joseph,
Her Most Chaste Spouse”
by Fr. Boniface
Hicks OSB
Her Most Chaste
Spouse”
(The following article is an excerpt from Fr. Boniface Hicks, OSB’s forthcoming book. The
author granted permission to print. Do not reprint without permission. © Fr. Boniface
Hicks, OSB; For more infomation about Fr. Hicks visit http://fatherboniface.org)

I

n addition to his obedience, St. Joseph also veils Mary’s
mystery with his heroic chastity, seen in both his modesty and
his purity of heart. St. Joseph is hailed in the Divine Praises
after Eucharistic Benediction as Mary’s “Most Chaste Spouse.” In
seeing St. Joseph as “most chaste” we learn a great deal about the
way he loves and serves his bride as we can read in the Catechism’s
description of chastity:

Chastity means the successful
integration of sexuality within
the person and thus the inner
unity of man in his bodily and
spiritual being. Sexuality, in which
man’s belonging to the bodily
and biological world is expressed,
becomes personal and truly
human when it is integrated into
the relationship of one person
to another, in the complete and
lifelong mutual gift of a man and
a woman. The virtue of chastity
therefore involves the integrity of
the person and the integrality of
the gift. 1
This gives us a picture of a man
who has a deep inner unity with an
integrated masculine sexuality. He
is able to love and give himself in
a complete and lifelong way. This
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accolade from the Church’s prayer
also lends credence to the widespread
belief that St. Joseph was not an old
man, withered and past his prime,
but rather a vigorous, virtuous young
man, full of passion that was directed
through hard-won self-mastery. In
the words of Venerable Archbishop
Fulton Sheen:
But when one searches for
the reasons why Christian art
should have pictured Joseph as
aged, we discover that it was in
order to better safeguard the
virginity of Mary. Somehow, the
assumption had crept in that
senility was a better protector
of virginity than adolescence.
Art thus unconsciously made
Joseph a spouse chaste and pure
by age rather than virtue... To

make Joseph appear pure only
because his flesh had aged is like
glorifying a mountain stream that
has dried. The Church will not
ordain a man to the priesthood
who has not his vital powers. She
wants men who have something
to tame, rather than those who
are tame because they have no
energy to be wild. It should be no
different with God. ...Joseph was
probably a young man, strong,
virile, athletic, handsome, chaste,
and disciplined; the kind of man
one sees sometimes shepherding
sheep, or piloting a
plane, or working at
a carpenter's bench.
Instead of being a man
incapable of love, he
must have been on fire
with love....Instead,
then, of being dried
fruit to be served on
the table of the king, he
was rather a blossom
filled with promise
and power. He was
not in the evening of
life, but in its morning, bubbling
over with energy, strength, and
controlled passion. 2
Mary was all-beautiful, the finest
flower of the race of Israel, pure as
the driven snow. Such beauty is, by
its nature, so vulnerable. St. Joseph’s
chastity was the protection that
enabled her mystery to open and be
seen. She knew that she could share
the depths of her heart with him
without fearing that he would use her
or disregard her. She could expect the
tender care of one who is pure of heart

and who could see and reverence her
Immaculate Heart.
In the language of the Catechism,
the veil that St. Joseph used to
cover our Lady’s purity, is the veil
of modesty. “Modesty protects the
intimate center of the person. It means
refusing to unveil what should remain
hidden…”3 Modesty is not a prudish
fear of things delicate and beautiful,
but a prudential reverence for what
is beautiful in order to cherish it and
protect it. “Modesty protects the
mystery of persons and their love… it
keeps silence or reserve where there is
evident risk of unhealthy
curiosity. It is discreet.”4
Here we can see even
more clearly the depiction
of St. Joseph in Mt 1:19
as one who refused to
unveil Mary’s mystery. A
master of modesty does
not exploit this mystery,
nor expose this mystery,
nor run away from this
mystery, but rather veils
the mystery with his love.
Furthermore,
St.
Joseph did not blindly veil the mystery
of Mary, but because of his own purity
of heart, from which flowed his virtue
of chastity, he was able to see God.
Whether he saw God immediately, as
St. Bernard of Clairvaux contended,
or whether he came to see God only
after the angel appeared to him in a
dream, the fact is that he was the first
(except Mary) to see God in Mary’s
womb. “[Purity of heart] enables us
to see according to God…; it lets us
perceive the human body–ours and
our neighbor’s–as a temple of the
www.dljc.org ◆ 9

Holy Spirit, a manifestation of divine
beauty.”5 St. Joseph saw the body of
Mary as a temple of the Holy Spirit
and also as a temple of the Divine Son
whom she carried in her womb. Mary
carried the most precious treasure the
world had ever known and in her
pregnancy, she became more fragile
and vulnerable each day. Although
he considered himself unworthy
at first, with the angel’s urging, St.
Joseph committed himself to protect
this precious treasure for the rest of
his life.
Even in his hesitation, St.
Joseph is a good example for us.
Perhaps we are too cavalier in the
way we approach Jesus in the Blessed
Sacrament or even the way we care for
(or ignore) Jesus in the poor. In the
mind of St. Bernard and St. Thomas
Aquinas, St. Joseph hesitated in taking
up care of Mary because he was aware
of his own weakness in light of the
greatness of this task. St. Bernard of
Clairvaux wrote, “Why did he wish
to leave her?… He saw, with sacred
astonishment, that she bore a special
quality of the divine presence, and
while not being able to understand
this mystery, he wished to leave her.”6
St. Thomas Aquinas reiterated this
insight in his Summa Theologica,
“Joseph wanted to give the Virgin her
liberty, not because he suspected her
CCC 2337
Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen, The World’s
First Love, 2nd edition (San Francisco, CA:
Ignatius Press, 2010).
3
CCC 2521
4
CCC 2522
5
CCC 2519
6
From St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s Homily
1
2
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of adultery, but out of respect for her
sanctity he feared to live together with
her.”7
In addition to teaching us
reverence, St. Joseph teaches us
chastity and modesty and leads us
to purity of heart. We can learn this
first by letting ourselves be seen by
him. As we entrust our own bodies
and hearts to his loving, fatherly care,
we can learn how he reverences us.
He never beholds us with scorn or
judgment. Even in our own failures
in chastity or modesty, he covers our
nakedness like Noah’s good sons (Gen
9:23). He does not control us through
shaming, but rather invites us to learn
from him. In his purity of heart,
he was able to behold the mystery
of Mary. He could see her beauty,
inside and outside. And in her womb
at first, and then in her arms, at her
breast and in his company, he could
see the mystery of the Incarnation.
He beheld the mystery of God’s love
that became so little, so fragile and
so vulnerable, trusting in human
care for everything. He teaches us
this gaze and helps us move from a
pornographic culture that exploits
and spoils what is beautiful to a
culture of reverence that sees God in
all beauty and then works to cherish it
and protect it with the veil of modesty
and the tenderness of love.
Super Missus Est in Bernard of Clairvaux
and Bernard McGinn, Homilies in Praise
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, trans. Daniel
O’Donovan OCSO (Kalamazoo, Mich:
Cistercian Publications, 1993).
7
St. Thomas Aquinas. Summa Theologica.
Supplementum III, q. 62, art. 3

Heavenly Father, our Blessed Creator, we thank you for the wonders of our
life. You created us in Your image and in Your great love sent Your Beloved
Son into the world, taking on our human nature. We ask that you would
bless all those suffering with debilitating illnesses and those who are coping
with the trials of old age. May they know Your loving presence and the care
of loved ones.
We pray for all healthcare facilities that they would be environments of love
and peace, and for the health care workers, who selflessly pour out their
lives for others; sustain, protect and encourage them, dear Lord, and bless
their families.
We also pray that soon Project Emmanuel will be able to begin construction
and so provide a safe, healthy haven for our infirmed and elderly Sisters.
May they have their medical needs met while remaining a vital part of the
community of the Disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Bless all those involved in the project, those who have helped design it,
those who have helped financially, and those who will be part of the
building process. Amen!

VIRTUAL COME AND SEE!
Register online
or contact
Sister Ana Chiara
(806) 567-3048 or
email her

www.dljc.org
Lent
2021

dljcvocations@gmail.com
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dljc MINISTRIE

At the service of the New

Sr. Therese graduated
from the Spritual
Direction School

General Chapter - January 2020

Final Profession of
Sr. Raphaelle Maire

Sr. Mary Nika’s entrance to the Novitiate
Sr. Michael Marie
graduated from the
Spiritual Direction
School

First Profession of
Sr. Fatima

January 2021

Silver Jubilee of
Sr. Catherine &
Sr. Juana Teresa
Sr. Victoria de la Cruz
New Novice

Formation House
with our new Novice & 2 new Postulants
Mary Louise & Monique
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Growi

TRIES & Events

f the New Evangelization

ulants

Sr. Ana
Chiara’s talk
on Zoom to
WT students
Sr. Rita livestreams a talk to a at the Catholic
Student Center
prayer group in Qatar

Sr. Marie Fidelis
on panel
& Workshop
Speaker at
Jesus 2000
Conference

Mother Lucy at the National
Service Committee

Project Emmanuel’s Building Site
Blessings of God’s creatures

Growing chickens

Giussepe
new puppy

Finished Prayer Town Projects through the generosity
of good friends
Handicap accessible
bathroom - St.
Anthony’s Chapel

Facelift of St. Joseph’s showers
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Great things are happening!
Dear Chosen in Christ,
I have something special to share with you. On
October 4,2022 we will break ground for our Aging in
Place and chapel additions. As we eagerly anticipate
the completion of the project, we are grateful for
any and all prayers and financial support to make this
vision a reality.
As Disciples, our primary work is prayer. We
take seriously each and every prayer request which
we receive. In light of that, we are combining our
efforts by doing a virtual build as we watch it come
to fruition, brick by brick, before our eyes. You can
be a part of this!
On our website www.dljc.org, you will have the
opportunity to unite your prayer intentions with our

building efforts. Each and every donor, even those who
have previously given, will receive daily prayers by
name from us. We are dedicating various parts of the
building for certain intentions. For example, the
roof for the homeless and the poor to find shelter,
for our country to remain under the blessing of God &
for protection for first responders; the windows for
the depressed & despairing, the youth, those who are
suicidal, etc. Check out the full list on our website
and let us know who needs those prayers.
We cherish our Sisters and desire to provide the
quality care they need during the aging process, but
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Project Emmanuel Aging in Place Capital Campaign
le
air accessib
h
lc
e
e
h
w
New
ntryway,
walkway, e chapel
and
restrooms
Close proximity to
our
current Mother H
ouse

Aging in Place wing
New infirmary
Safe room
I also know that you cherish us as well. Thank you!
It is a privilege to partner with you. We make a good
team!
If you have any questions or would like to
receive more information, please contact
me at dljcsisters@gmail.com or by text or
phone at (806) 679-4525. No donation is
insignificant. Every gift matters and we
can provide a federal tax receipt for
your purposes. Stay tuned for more as we
make this journey together.
With excitement and joy,
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For donations you may use the 2021
calendar envelopes we sent to you or
visit our website for on-line gifts
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Moving
Receiving
duplicates
Wishing to
discontinue
Please let us know, so that we
may update our mailing list.

To keep our cost down

Thank you for your help!

